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Blackbox Research is a leading independent research company based in Singapore.  

The company conducts both consumer and stakeholder research and specialises in looking at community issues and trends. 
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Perception Analyzer: Real Responses in Real Time 

Introducing the Perception Analyzer. 

Bringing you dial testing technology for the first 

time in Singapore and Southeast Asia.  

Most followers of US election campaigns will be familiar with how major 

media outlets like CNN broadcasts live viewer sentiment on screen during 

major debates and speeches, using dial-testing. 

Dial testing is a critical tool for communications professionals, whether it is 

for political campaigns or for evaluating advertising and public relations 

strategies. It is ideal for local clients who are focused on campaigns and 

messaging that are specifically tailored for local audiences.  

Above: Perception Analyzer 

system in use during the 2012 

presidential election season. 

Sentiment graphs (bottom of 

screen) provide real time 

responses among voters. 

Right: The Perception Analyzer 

dial in use 

  

Key Benefits of Perception Analyzer 

A hybrid research solution: Quantitative 

measurement in a qualitative setting 

Anonymous polling promotes unbiased 

participation, eliminating ‘group think’ 

Capture responses instantaneously, 

allowing for more in-depth probing 
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Major Uses for the Perception Analyzer 

1. Communications testing 

 Evaluate appeal of advertising 

material (print, audio, video etc.)  

 Examine overall spokesperson/ 

candidate image  

 Test political speeches & 

public debates 

 Review television & other 

broadcast programming 

 Refine communication 

messages and arguments 

2. Product & Concept Evaluation 

Supplement qualitative evaluation of products, brands, 

and concepts with quantitative preference 

percentages in a single setting 

3. Mass / “Town-Hall” Polling 

Measure responses to discrete choice & intensity 

scale questions across multiple groups OR in a single 

“town-hall” style session 



Perception Analyzer Capabilities: What does it measure? 

Moment to Moment Reactions 

Participants' real-time reactions are captured in response to 

continuous video stimuli, such as: political speeches and other 

communication materials. Clients are able to view second by 

second audience response simultaneously. 

Comparison Testing  

Participants’ differential choices between two comparative items such as 

product concepts or messages/arguments are precisely measured. Clients are 

able to see a summary of comparisons, showing preferences and the strengths 

of preferences.  

Scale Ratings 
Likert scale responses for measurement across a single campaign can also 

determine the strength of individual ads. Immediate qualitative follow-up can 

uncover issues for fine-tuning specific executions or making media decisions. 


